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The statistical theory of X-ray diffraction and a mosaic crystal model are used to calculate the
reflection and transmission factors for a row of pyrolytic graphite plates (echelon-monochromator).
Experimental angular dependencies of reflection and transmission factors are compared with theoretical results. The data of reflection and transmission factors for both CuKa- and CuKb-lines depending on thickness of plates are given. The thickness of graphite plates for which the efficiency
of the echelon-monochromator is optimal is determined.

1. Introduction
Highly Oriented Pyrolitic Graphite (HOPG) is widely used as a broadband filter of
primary polychromatic radiation [1 to 3] and for focusing divergent monochromatic
beams, thanks to its ability to preserve the orientation of the c-axis of crystalline blocks
normal to the surface for samples grown on both flat and strongly curved substrates
[4 to 7].
In a recent paper [7] the design of an X-ray echelon-monochromator is described,
the basic elements of which are three semi-transparent HOPG plates. The overall performance of the given device depends on structural characteristics of HOPG and the
plate thickness. In the present paper, the theoretical analysis and calculation of reflection and transmission factors (R and T, respectively) for real crystalline plates of pyrolytic graphite is made to explain the experimental results.
We shall also consider a simple echelon structure, consisting of a single semi-transparent and an opaque HOPG plate, which has been successfully used in X-ray reflectometers for multilayer structure investigations [8]. In this measurement scheme, two
characteristic lines are simultaneously selected by the HOPG plates and registered in
two counting channels. It will be shown that for the mentioned arrangement the factors
T and R may be predicted and for samples with a given structure perfection any predetermined ratio of intensities for selected lines may be achieved by proper choice of the
semi-transparent plate thickness.
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2. Theory
The theoretical consideration of X-ray diffraction in a mosaic crystal of pyrolytic graphite is carried out on the basis of the statistical dynamical diffraction theory [9, 10].
For quantitative calculation of X-ray diffraction on a plate of pyrolytic graphite the
model of a mosaic crystal is used. Following Darwin's theory [11], we assume the crystal to consist of a large number of crystalline blocks misoriented by a random angle a
and shifted randomly with respect to each other (Fig. 1). The origin of coordinates is
chosen to be in the centre of the block with axis z directed perpendicularly to a surface
deep inside the crystal, and axes x and y are along the surface of the crystal in the
plane of diffraction and perpendicularly to it, respectively. The turn of the mosaic block
by an angle a around the y-axis causes a displacement of an arbitrary point (x, z) of
the block by the vector du, whose components in the plane of diffraction under condition a  1 are: ux  az and uz  ax. We restrict ourselves to the case of symmetric
Bragg diffraction assuming the reciprocal lattice vector h of the reflecting planes to be
perpendicular to the surface of the sample. In this case the atomic displacement function has the form:
h du x; z 

h duz  hxa :

In the statistical dynamical diffraction theory the angular distribution of incoherent
(diffuse) intensity from a crystal with defects is defined by a correlation length
t Dq 

1

0

dx exp ihx g x ;

where the angular variable h is proportional to the deviation Dq from the kinematical
Bragg angle qB [12],

g x  hexp ihdu x du 0i E2 = 1 E2 
is a correlation function and E  hexp ( ih  du)i is the static Debye-Waller factor.
Brackets h. . .i denote the result of statistical averaging.
In the following, we assume the relative displacement of the blocks to be comparable
to the X-ray wavelength l. This allows the phase correlation of waves scattered by
different blocks to be ignored, i.e. to consider the mosaic crystal as an array of independently scattering ideal blocks. For such a crystal model the static Debye-Waller factor is

Fig. 1. Model of the crystalline block
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equal to zero (E  0) and the correlation function takes the form
g x  p x

1

1

da W a exp iBax ;

1

where B  4p cos qB/l; p(x) is the probability that two points lying on the reflected
beam, having a separate x along the z-axis, belong to the same block; W(a) is the block
misorientation distribution function. Hereinafter, the Gaussian distribution with half
width at half maximum Dm is used, i.e.
!
r
ln 2 1
a2
W a 
exp
ln 2 2 :
p Dm
Dm
Taking this into account, the correlation function and correlation length are written
respectively as
g x  exp

A2 x2  p x ;

A

Dm B
p
2 ln 2

and
t Dq 

1

0

dx exp ihx exp

A2 x2  p x :

2

The explicit expression for the correlation length is dependent on the specific probability function p(x) determined by the shape and size of the mosaic blocks. We consider
the crystal to consist of mosaic blocks in the form of plates which thickness l much less
than their lateral size. In this case the probability function takes the form
(
1 x=l ;
x  l;
p x 
0;
x > l:
The explicit expression for the correlation length is then
p h


i
p
1
h
h2 h  h
i
Al exp
erf i
t Dq  2
2
A l
2A
2A
4A2


1 
exp ihl A2 l 2  1 :

2

Al



 h i
erf i
2A
3

The system of equations for diffuse intensities in the statistical theory [10] are written
(assuming as stated above that for our mosaic crystal the static Debye-Waller factor is
equal to zero, E  0)
8
>
dI0d
>
>
 m0 I0d  k h Ihd ;
<
dz
4
>
dIhd
>
>
:
 mh Ihd  kh I0d  I0c  ;
dz
where m0; h  m=g0; h  2 Re (sh s h t), kh  2jsh j 2 Re (t), m is the linear absorption
coefficient, sh  pch C=lgh; 0 , ch are the h-th and ( h)-th Fourier components of the
crystal susceptibility, C is the polarization factor (C  1 for the s-component and
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C  cos 2qB for the p-component), g0, h are the direction cosines of the incident and
diffracted waves. Hereafter we use designations introduced in [12].
In the absence of coherently scattered intensity, the equation for coherent transmitted intensity takes the form
dI0c

dz

m0 I0c :

5

Summing the first equation in (4) and equation (5), the equation for total transmitted
intensity I0 is found
dI0

dz

m0 I0  k h Ihd :

6

Eq. (6), together with the second equation in (4), can be written as
dIhd
 mh Ihd
dz

kh I0 ;

7

form a pair of differential equations for calculation of the reflection and transmission
coefficients of our mosaic crystal. In the Bragg case the boundary conditions for a parallel plate of thickness L are
I0 z  0  1 ;

Ihd z  L  0 :

For the symmetrical diffraction case we have mh  m0 and the general solution of the
system (6), (7) is written down as follows:
Ihd z  C1 sin Lz  C2 cos Lz ;

I0 z  C3 sin Lz  C4 cos Lz ;

where L  kh k h m20 1/2.
Coefficients C1, 2, 3, 4 are related by the following expressions:
C3 

m0 C1  LC2
;
kh

C4 

m0 C2

LC1
kh

:

Using the boundary conditions, the explicit forms for C1 and C2 are found:
C1 

kh cos LL
;
L cos LL  m0 sin LL

C2 

C1 tg LL 

kh sin LL
:
L cos LL  m0 sin LL

Thus, the solutions for reflected and transmitted intensities have the form
Ihd z 

kh sin L L z
;
L cos LL  m0 sin LL

I0 z 

m0 sin L L z  L cos L L
L cos LL  m0 sin LL

z

:

Hence the reflection and transmission coefficients for a mosaic crystal in symmetrical
geometry are
R  Ihd 0 

kh sin LL
;
L cos LL  m0 sin LL

T  I0 L 

L
:
L cos LL  m0 sin LL
8

The solutions (8) form the basis of a numerical algorithm which accounts for reflection by mosaic structures. It is follows from (8) that the reflection and transmission
coefficients depend on the plate thickness L, mosaic block parameters l and Dm (via
correlation length t) and on the incident wave polarization (via kh and m0).
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Fig. 2. The experimental and theoretical angular distributions of reflection and transmission factors
of the HOPG plate for CuKa and CuKb radiation (Dm  90000 , l  0.1 mm, L  103 mm)

3. Experimental and Numerical Results
In Fig. 2, the experimental angular distributions of reflection and transmission factors of
the HOPG plate for CuKa and CuKb radiation using the double crystal diffractometer
described in [7] are shown. Since the structural characteristics of pyrolytic graphite
were not investigated in [7], the numerical simulation of rocking curves was performed.
The best agreement of experimental and theoretical results was achieved using the following graphite plate parameters: thickness of the plate is L  103 mm, thickness of the
single mosaic block is l  0.1 mm, half width at half maximum of the block misorientation distribution function is equal to Dm  90000 . In Fig. 2 the corresponding theoretical
curves (solid lines) calculated using formulae (8) and the above graphite plate parameters are shown. We have investigated a number of HOPG plates of various thickness
and have obtained parameters of mosaic
blocks (i.e. block thickness l and misorientation spread Dm) to be almost the same.
Fig. 3 shows the scheme of the pyrolytic graphite echelon-monochromator which selects
the Ka- and Kb-line of the X-ray spectrum. In
the scheme 1, the first plate of HOPG is thinner and reflects the Ka-line radiation, whereas
the second thick plate reflects radiation of the
Kb-line. In scheme 2 the reflection sequence
for the considered lines is reversed.

Fig. 3. Schemes of the pyrographite echelon-monochromators
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Fig. 4. Calculated dependence of reflectance coefficients for CuKa and CuKb radiation vs. thickness for a) Scheme 1 and b) Scheme 2 shown in Fig. 3

Using the mosaic spread parameters obtained from the analysis of experimental curves
in Fig. 4, the calculated dependence of reflectance coefficients for CuKa and CuKb radiation versus thickness of the first plate of monochromator for both schemes are shown.
The thickness of the second plate is constant and equal to 500 mm. The symmetrical
(002)-reflection was considered. According to scheme 1, the first plate is set in position
satisfying the Bragg condition for a-line (qB, a  13.278 ) whereas the second is that for
b-line (qB, b  11.978 ). Let Ri, j and Ti, j designate the reflection and transmission coefficients of the first plate for radiation of the i-th line satisfying the Bragg condition for j-th
line and R1
i; j designate these coefficients for the second semi-infinite plate. Hence the
reflectance coefficients for a- and b-line in scheme 1 and 2 are written, respectively, as
8
1
< Ra1  Ra; a ;
Rb  Tb; a R1
b; b ;
9
2
: R 2  T R1 ;
Rb  Rb; b :
a
a; b a; a
It follows from Fig. 4a that equal factors of reflection in the first scheme of monochromator with the above structural characteristics of pyrolytic graphite are achieved at
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90 mm thickness of the first plate for s-polarization, 100 mm for p-polarization and at
75 mm in the second scheme for both states of polarization. As the first scheme on
average (for non-polarized radiation) gives a reflection factor about 0.28 and the second 0.25, the utilization of the first scheme is preferred from this point of view.
The intensities of CuKa- and CuKb-lines emitted by an X-ray tube differ by 5. The
use of the first scheme gives equality of reflected intensities at approximately 10 mm
thickness of the first plate which is difficult to realize technologically. The second
scheme provides equality of reflected intensities at a more reasonable 460 mm thickness
of the first crystal, with reflection factor about 0.04.
It is necessary to emphasize that Fig. 4 has a more abundant content. On the one
hand it allows to calculate the reflection factors of the CuKa- and CuKb-lines for an
arbitrary thickness of the first plate and, consequently, the intensity ratio of the CuKaand CuKb-components of the radiation. On the over hand it is possible to estimate
using Fig. 4 the thickness of the first plate of monochromator to obtain the necessary
ratio of the reflected intensities of the CuKa- and CuKb-components of X-ray radiation.

4. Concluding Remarks
It has been demonstrated that calculations of transparency and reflectivity characteristics of single HOPG plates and an echelon arrangement with the use of statistical dynamical theory of X-ray diffraction gives a satisfactory explanation of the observed experimental results. The small discrepancies could be due to variations of the mosaic spread
parameter and plate thickness along the length of the irradiated area which is  1 cm.
This is confirmed by measurements obtained by linear scanning with a 30 mm diaphragm placed near the HOPG plate. The approach may be also used to predict transparency and reflectivity for any predetermined number of semitransparent plates and
calculate other parameters of the echelon, for instance, its bandpass when all plates are
tuned to one spectral line.
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